
Nothing has changed.  

A good many schools across the country will begin the coming year with new policies in place which 

require students, staff, and faculty to wear masks. Likewise, many schools have established routes for 

students to take between classes which aim to minimize contact between students. Desks are spaced 

further apart and students will not be able to sit in small, close groups at lunch. Sports have been put on 

hold. When sports resume, there may or may not be spectators.  

Despite all this, nothing has changed.  

Heaven is just as glorious as it was six months ago. Hell is just as hot. Divorce is just as painful, sloth is 

just as tempting, gluttony is just as pleasant. Lust is just as seductive, chastity just as difficult, courage 

just as terrifying. Nothing has changed.  

I do not mean to be glib. Regardless of whether one approves of mask policies or not, let us call a spade 

a spade: masks and social distancing will prove a vexing distraction to the task of teaching virtue. 

Effective or not, masks are one more mouth to feed. Masks join the school dress code as one more box 

to check, one more area in which students will look for loopholes and excuses, one more ticky-tack law 

which teachers must enforce. I write this as one who is a bit agnostic about masks. Ten years from now, 

scientists may prove that masks never did anything, or scientists may prove masks were more effective 

than anyone knew at the time. As someone who is neither a scientist nor the administrator of a school, 

what happens ten years from now is not my concern. It is my responsibility to teach virtue today.  

Over the last several months, we have become accustomed to hearing, “Everything has changed,” and 

Americans must now endure more vain speculation about what the future holds than ever before. 

Masks may go away six months from now, they might still be widely used six years from now. However, 

even if masks are still in use three presidential elections from now, I am more than a little skeptical that, 

“Everything has changed.” 

While it is true that masks and social distancing will prove a distraction in the classroom, any teacher 

worth his salt knows that before masks, the classroom was already a bottomless pit of distraction, for 

there have always been popular girls, class clowns, pencils with tasty erasers, rings, ballpoint pens, 

bracelets, barrettes, and Apple watches to drive student attention away from the task at hand— and, 

like the poor, we will always have these things with us.  

In the City of God, St. Augustine observes that while man was created good, he was not created perfect, 

which is to say Adam was created with work to do and virtue to gain. Adam’s work of growing in wisdom 

was supposed to be conducted in a condition of blessedness, which is to say God deemed the task of 

growing in virtue sufficiently difficult when Adam was without sin. After the fall, though, Adam’s task of 

growing in virtue was not done away with. Rather, Adam simply had to do the same work, albeit without 

the tools he had at his disposal before.  

Thus, in a fallen world, there will always be something to make righteousness difficult.  

If masks prove a distraction from the task of growing in wisdom and virtue, they are still nothing 

compared with the distractions provided by money, fame, pornography, drugs, video games, and social 

media. Any classical teacher who looks at his school’s mask policy for the coming year and says, “I don’t 

know how I can teach in such conditions,” never really understood the conditions in the first place. If 



you can teach virtue in a society with Instagram, you can teach virtue in a school where everyone wears 

masks. If your school does not forbid students from having smart phones and TikTok accounts, masks 

and social distancing aren’t really going to change a whole lot.  

So far as the ease of my job goes, if I could snap my fingers and make smart phones go away or snap my 

fingers and make masks go away, I would definitely keep masks.  

I am willing to hear out all those people who claim that masks have a demoralizing, dehumanizing effect 

on people… at least, I’m willing to hear out such claims if they are made by people who haven’t given 

their kids smart phones. If someone has given their child a smartphone and allows them video games 

and social media, but objects to the psychological or social effects of masks— well, such a person has 

not so much drawn a line in the sand as a gerrymandered squiggle.  

Classical schools do not exist to help students get ahead in the world. Masks or not, classical schools 

exist so that children may learn wisdom, cultivate virtue, and yearn for better taste. If the 

implementation of masks and social distancing policies causes a school to rethink their mission 

statement, the mission statement was never that good to begin with. However, I suspect that the 

average classical Christian school in this country will review government mandates for reopening, review 

their mission statement, and conclude, “There’s not really a problem here.” For the moment, I’m still far 

less worried about what the government will demand than what will become fashionable.  

A classical education aims to stage an encounter between the student and the transcendent, which, as 

Scripture shows, may take place amidst the distractions of a jail cell, an invasion, or the belly of a whale. 

I do not mean to vilify everyone who has observed the pandemic and said, “Everything has changed,” for 

I have said these very words many times while watching the news endlessly oscillate between shock and 

confusion. However, it strikes me as a clever ruse of the devil to lull Christians into a belief that 

“Everything has changed,” for such a claim necessitates that our priorities have changed, as well, not to 

mention our values, our presuppositions, and our ability to make compromises. “Everything has 

changed” makes relativists of us all, as though our highest desire is no longer the life of God, which 

“changest not.” 

So, this year your school may have a mask policy and you wish they did not. Or, your school may not 

have a mask policy and you wish they did. Either way, abide by your school’s grievance policy, unfold 

your critiques through the channels prescribed by the school, and do not let masks become “the cares of 

this world” that choke young faith.  

 

  

 

 

 

   

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

 

 


